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Abstract. We employ a Chapman-Enskog like expansion for the distribution function

close to equilibrium to solve the Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time approximation

and subsequently derive second-order evolution equations for dissipative charge current

and shear stress tensor for a system of massless quarks and gluons. We use quantum

statistics for the phase space distribution functions to calculate the transport coefficients.

We show that, the second-order evolution equations for the dissipative charge current and

the shear stress tensor can be decoupled. We find that, for large chemical potential, the

charge conductivity is small compared to the shear viscosity. Moreover, we demonstrate

that the limiting behaviour of the ratio of heat conductivity to shear viscosity is identical

to that obtained for a strongly coupled conformal plasma.

1 Introduction

At extreme conditions of temperature and density, quarks and gluons are deconfined to form quark-

gluon plasma (QGP). The QGP behaves as a strongly coupled plasma having a very small shear

viscosity-to-entropy density ratio, η/s [1–7]. Relativistic hydrodynamics has been quite successful in

describing the space-time evolution of the QGP formed in relativistic heavy ion collisions and estimate

its transport coefficients [8]. While most of the studies have focused on exploring the effects of shear

and bulk viscosity on the QGP evolution, the dissipative charge current has been largely ignored. This

may be due to the fact that at very high energies, baryon chemical potential are negligible. On the

other hand, at lower energies such as those probed in the RHIC low-energy scan and at the upcoming

Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR), baryon chemical potential can no longer be ignored

and therefore dissipative charge diffusion may play an important role.

Formulation of a causal theory of relativistic dissipative hydrodynamics are due to Grad [9],

Müller [10] and Israel and Stewart (IS) [11]. However, the IS formulation of relativistic hydrody-

namics from kinetic theory has several approximations and inconsistencies, the resolution of which

is an active research area [12–25]. Here we present the derivation of causal (second-order) equations

for dissipative charge current and shear stress tensor for a system of massless quarks and gluons.

We employ an iterative Chapman-Enskog like expansion [26] to solve the Boltzmann equation in the
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relaxation time approximation [18]. Subsequently, we derive evolution equations for the dissipative

quantities and exact expressions for the associated transport coefficients. We employ quantum statis-

tics for the quark and gluon phase-space distribution functions with a non-vanishing quark chemical

potential. We show that the evolution equations for the dissipative charge current and the shear stress

tensor can be decoupled. We find that, for large chemical potential, the charge conductivity is small

compared to the shear viscosity. Finally we demonstrate that in the limiting cases, the ratio of heat

conductivity to shear viscosity, obtained here in the relaxation-time approximation, is identical to that

of a conformal fluid in the strong coupling limit.

2 Relativistic hydrodynamics
The conserved energy-momentum tensor and the net-quark current for a system of massless quarks

and gluons can be expressed in terms of the phase-space distribution function as [27]

T μν =
∫

dp pμpν
[
gq( fq + fq̄) + gg fg

]
= εuμuν − PΔμν + πμν, (1)

Nμ =
∫

dp pμ
[
gq( fq − fq̄)

]
= nuμ + nμ, (2)

where dp = dp/[(2π)3|p|], pμ is the particle four momenta, and gq and gg are the quark and gluon de-

generacy factor, respectively. Here fq, fq̄, and fg are the phase-space distribution functions for quarks,
anti-quarks, and gluons. In the tensor decompositions, ε, P, n, πμν and nμ are the energy density,

pressure, net quark number density, shear stress tensor and particle diffusion current, respectively.

The bulk viscous pressure vanishes in the massless case. The projection operator Δμν = gμν − uμuν

is orthogonal to the hydrodynamic four-velocity uμ defined in the Landau frame: T μνuν = εuμ. The
conservation of energy-momentum, ∂μT μν = 0, and particle four-current, ∂μNμ = 0, gives

ε̇ + (ε + P)θ − πμνσμν = 0, (3)

(ε + P)u̇α − ∇αP + Δαν ∂μπ
μν = 0, (4)

ṅ + nθ + ∂μnμ = 0. (5)

Here we use the notation Ȧ = uμ∂μA for co-moving derivatives, θ ≡ ∂μuμ for the expansion scalar,

σμν ≡ 1
2
(∇μuν+∇νuμ)− 1

3
θΔμν for the velocity stress tensor, and ∇α = Δμα∂μ for space-like derivatives.

The equilibrium phase-space distribution functions for quarks, anti-quarks and gluons are given

by

f (0)q =
1

exp(β u · p − α) + 1 , f (0)q̄ =
1

exp(β u · p + α) + 1
, f (0)g =

1

exp(β u · p) − 1
, (6)

respectively, where β = 1/T is the inverse temperature, u · p ≡ uμpμ and α = μ/T is the ratio of

the quark chemical potential to temperature (we assume vanishing chemical potential for gluons).

For a dissipative system, the temperature T and chemical potential μ is determined by the matching

condition ε = ε0 and n = n0. In equilibrium, the energy density, pressure and net quark number

density for a system of massless quarks and gluons is given by

ε0 ≡ uμuν

∫
dp pμpν

[
gq

(
f (0)q + f (0)q̄

)
+ gg f (0)g

]
=

(4gg + 7gq)π
2

120
T 4 +

gq

4
T 2μ2 +

gq

8π2
μ4, (7)

P0 ≡ −1
3
Δμν

∫
dp pμpν

[
gq

(
f (0)q + f (0)q̄

)
+ gg f (0)g

]
=

(4gg + 7gq)π
2

360
T 4 +

gq

12
T 2μ2 +

gq

24π2
μ4, (8)

n0 ≡ uμ

∫
dp pμ

[
gq

(
f (0)q − f (0)q̄

)]
=
gq

6
T 2μ +

gq

6π2
μ3, (9)
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Using the above equations and Eqs. (3)-(5), we obtain expressions for the derivatives of β and α
as

β̇ =
β

3
θ + O(δ2), α̇ = O(δ2), (10)

∇μβ = −βu̇μ + n
ε + P

∇μα − β

ε + P
Δ
μ
ρ∂γπ

ργ, (11)

where O(δ2) represents terms which are of second order in derivatives. Note that while Eq. (11) is

exact, Eq. (10) is terminated at first-order which is sufficient for the present work. For a system close

to local thermodynamic equilibrium, f = f (0) + δ f , where |δ f |/ f (0) � 1. Therefore, using Eqs. (1)

and (2), the shear stress tensor πμν and the particle diffusion current nμ can be written as

πμν = Δ
μν
αβ

∫
dp pαpβ

[
gq(δ fq + δ fq̄) + ggδ fg

]
, (12)

nμ = Δμα

∫
dp pα

[
gq(δ fq − δ fq̄)

]
, (13)

where Δ
μν
αβ ≡ 1

2
(Δ
μ
αΔ
ν
β + Δ

μ
βΔ
ν
α) − 1

3
ΔμνΔαβ is a traceless symmetric projection operator orthogonal to

uμ and Δμν.

3 Dissipative evolution equations
The relativistic Boltzmann equation in the relaxation-time approximation is given by [28],

pμ∂μ f = −u · p
τR

(
f − f (0)

)
, (14)

where τR is the relaxation time. We employ iterative solution of the above equation to derive ex-

pressions for the dissipative quantities [17–19]. We obtain the first-order expressions for shear stress

tensor and dissipative charge current as [18],

πμν = 2βπτRσ
μν, nμ = βnτR∇μα. (15)

Here βπ and βn are the first-order transport coefficients obtained as

βπ =
ε + P
5
, βn =

J+10
3
− n2 T
ε + P

, (16)

where,

J+10 ≡ gq

∫
dp (u · p)

(
f (0)q f̃ (0)q + f (0)q̄ f̃ (0)q̄

)
=
gq

6
T 3 +

gq

2π2
Tμ2 =

π2 + 3α2

α
(
π2 + α2

) n. (17)

Here f̃ (0) ≡ 1 − r f (0), where r = 1 for Fermions (quarks and anti-quarks) and r = −1 for Bosons

(gluons).

To obtain the second-order dissipative equations, we consider the comoving derivative of Eqs. (12)

and (13), and rewrite Eq. (14) in favour of δ ḟ . Using first-order expressions for δ f obtained in

Ref. [18] and performing the momentum integrations, we obtain the second-order evolution equa-

tions for πμν and nμ [25],

π̇〈μν〉 +
πμν

τπ
= 2βπσ

μν + 2π
〈μ
γ ω
ν〉γ − 4

3
πμνθ − 10

7
π
〈μ
γ σ
ν〉γ, (18)

ṅ〈μ〉 +
nμ

τn
= βn∇μα − nνωνμ − nμθ − 3

5
nνσνμ − 3 βn

ε + P
πμν∇να. (19)
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Here ωμν ≡ (∇μuν − ∇νuμ)/2 is the anti-symmetric vorticity tensor. It is important to note that in

the relaxation-time approximation, τR is the common time scale for evolution of both πμν and nμ,
i.e., τπ = τn = τR. Comparing the first-order equations, Eq. (15), with the relativistic Navier-Stokes

equations, πμν = 2ησμν and nμ = κn∇μα, the dissipative relaxation times are given by τπ = η/βπ and
τn = κn/βn. It is interesting to note that for dissipative charge current evolution, the coefficients of

Δ
μ
ν∂γπ

νγ and πμνu̇ν vanish and hence they do not appear in Eq. (19).

The last term in Eq. (19) couples the evolution of dissipative charge current with that of the shear

stress tensor. As shown in Ref. [29], this type of coupling leads to disagreement with transport results.

However, we observe that using Eq. (15), the last term in Eq. (19) is equivalent to −(6/5)nνσνμ up to

second-order in the gradient expansion. Therefore the evolution equation, Eq. (19), for the dissipative

charge current becomes [25]

ṅ〈μ〉 +
nμ

τn
= βn∇μα − nνωνμ − nμθ − 9

5
nνσνμ. (20)

This is one of the main results of the present calculation. The compact form of the above equation

makes it straightforward to directly implement it in a dissipative hydrodynamic code.

4 Transport coefficients

A measure of the relative importance of charge conductivity and shear viscosity is the dimensionless

ratio κnT/η. Here, this quantity is given by κnT/η = βnT/βπ, which is, in general, a function of μ/T .
In order to quantify this ratio, one still need to specify the appropriate degeneracy factors for quarks

(gq) and gluons (gg), as

gq = Ns × Nc × Nf = 6 Nf ,

gg = Ns × (
N2

c − 1
)
= 16, (21)

where Nc = 3 is the number of colours, Ns = 2 is the number of spin degrees of freedom, and Nf is

the number of flavours. In Fig. 1 (a), we show the ratio κnT/η as a function of μ/T for Nf = 2 and

Nf = 3. We see that, while this ratio is almost constant for small μ/T , it drops rapidly for larger μ/T ,
indicating that at low temperature and high density the conductivity of the QGP is small relative to the

shear viscosity. Moreover, we observe that although the qualitative behaviour is the same for Nf = 2

and Nf = 3, the drop in κnT/η is more pronounced for Nf = 3. Furthermore, we note that for μ/T > 1

the ratio κnT/η is almost independent of Nf .

Another interesting quantity is the ratio of heat conductivity to shear viscosity. Note that the heat

flow is related to the dissipative charge current via the relation qμ = −(ε + P)nμ/n, and hence we get

[30]

qμ = −κq n T 2

ε + P
∇μα ⇒ κq = κn

(
ε + P
n T

)2
⇒ κq

η
=
βn

βπ

(
ε + P
n T

)2
, (22)

where κq is the coefficient of heat conductivity. In Fig. 1 (b), we plot κq/η scaled by the factor μ
2/π2T

against μ/T , for a two and three flavor QGP. We see a constant behaviour in the limit of small as well

as large μ/T . Moreover, we see that (κq/η)μ
2/π2T is independent of number of flavors for large μ/T .

These limiting behaviours have interesting consequences.

In the limit of both small and large μ/T , the last equality in Eq. (22) reduces to [25]

κq

η
= C
π2 T
μ2
, (23)
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Figure 1. (a): The ratio of charge conductivity to shear viscosity scaled by the temperature, κnT/η, and (b): The

ratio of thermal conductivity to shear viscosity, κq/η, scaled by the factor μ2/π2T , for two flavor (solid line) and

three flavor (dashed line) massless quarks, plotted against μ/T .

which is analogous to the Wiedemann-Franz law [30]. The factor π2 in the above equation is entirely

due to quantum statistics and does not appear for a classical Boltzmann gas. In the small μ/T limit, the

constant C in Eq. (23) becomes C = (4gg + 7gq)/9gq. Hence, C = 37/27 and 95/81 for two and three
flavor QGP, respectively; see Fig. 1 (b). On the other hand, in the large μ/T limit, we find C = 5/3,
independent of the number of flavors, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). It is interesting to note that these values

of C are comparable to C = 8/9 (here a factor of 1/9 indicates that the quark chemical potential is

one-third of the baryon chemical potential) obtained in the calculations for strongly coupled conformal

fluid with finite chemical potential [30]. Indeed, it is intriguing that up to a constant of proportionality,

the limiting behaviour of the ratio κq/η obtained here is identical to that derived in the case of a

strongly coupled conformal plasma.

5 Conclusions

In this work we employed the iterative Chapman-Enskog method to solve the Boltzmann equation

and then derived the second-order dissipative hydrodynamical equations for a system of massless

quarks and gluons. For such a system the bulk viscous pressure vanishes and therefore the dissipation

is solely due to shear stress tensor and dissipative charge current. We considered quantum statistics

with non vanishing quark chemical potential for the equilibrium distribution function. We obtained

novel, exact expressions for the second-order transport coefficients corresponding to the dissipative

charge current evolution. We also demonstrated that the evolution equations for dissipative charge

current and shear stress tensor can be decoupled. We found that, when the ratio of chemical potential

to temperature is large, the charge conductivity is small compared to the shear viscosity. Finally, we

showed that the limiting behaviour of the ratio of heat conductivity to shear viscosity is qualitatively

identical to that of a conformal fluid in the strong coupling regime.
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